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We report on the asymptotic behaviour of a new model of randomwalk, we term the bindweed model, evolving in
a random environment on an infinite multiplexed tree. The term multiplexedmeans that the model can be viewed as
a nearest neighbours random walk on a tree whose vertices carry an internal degree of freedom from the finite set
{1, . . . ,d}, for some integerd. The consequence of the internal degree of freedom is an enhancement of the tree graph
structure induced by the replacement of ordinary edges by multi-edges, indexed by the set{1, . . . ,d}× {1, . . . ,d}.
This indexing conveys the information on the internal degree of freedom of the vertices contiguous to each edge. The
term random environmentmeans that the jumping rates for the random walk are a family of edge-indexed random
variables, independent of the natural filtration generatedby the random variables entering in the definition of the
random walk; their joint distribution depends on the index of each component of the multi-edges. We study the large
time asymptotic behaviour of this random walk and classify it with respect to positive recurrence or transience in
terms of a specific parameter of the probability distribution of the jump rates. This classifying parameter is shown
to coincide with the critical value of a matrix-valued multiplicative cascade on the ordinary tree (i.e. the one without
internal degrees of freedom attached to the vertices) having the same vertex set as the state space of the random walk.
Only results are presented here since the detailed proofs will appear elsewhere.
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1 Introduction
1.1 On the generality of the random walk in a random environment on a tree

Markov chains on denumerable graphs enter in the modelling of a rich variety of phenomena; among such
graphs, trees play a basic and generic rôle in the sense thatthey can encode simultaneously

• the topological structure of a vast class of general (i.e. not necessarily tree-like) denumerable
graphs,

• the combinatorial structure of paths on these general graphs, and

• the probability structure generated on the trajectory space of the Markov chain evolving on the these
general graphs.

In the sequel we give a short explanation of the reason trees play such a generic rôle among denumerable
graphs. We know, after Kolmogorov, that in order to describea randov variableX with space of outcomes
a discrete measurable set(X,X ), of law PX, one has to use an abstract probability space(Ω,F ,P) on
which the randov variable is defined. However, the choice of this space is not unique. Among the infinite
possible choices, there exists a “minimal” one, given byΩ = X, realising the random variable as the
identity mapX(ω) = ω andP = PX. Similarly, when(Xn)n∈N is a sequence ofindependentand identically
distributed random variables with space of outcomes the discrete space(X,X ), the minimal realisation
of the abstract probability space carrying the whole sequence is thespace of trajectories or full shift
Ω = XN and the sequence is realised by the canonical projectionXn(ω) = ωn, for n∈ N. However for a
sequence ofdependentrandom variables the space of trajectories may be not minimal. The reader can
easily convince herself by considering the example ofX = {a,b, . . . ,z} and(Xn)n∈N being the sequence
of letters appearing in a natural language. Then the occurance(Xn,Xn+1,Xn+2) = rzt never appears in a
language like English or French.

For the special case of Markovian dependence, the natural space for the realisation of the sequence
(Xn)n∈N) is the so called unilateral or bilateralsubshift spacesobtained from thh full shift by deleting all
sequences containing forbidden subwords. For Markovian sequences, defined through a stochastic matrix
P, subshift spaces can also be obtained in terms of the adjacency matrix of the sequenceA : X×X→
{0,1}, given by the formulaA(x,y) = 1 wheneverP(x,y) > 0 and zero otherwise.

Suppose now we are given an arbitrary directed graph having afinite or denumerable set of vertices
and being such that only a finite number of edges is emitted outof every vertex, not having any sources
or sinks, and having (complex) weights attached on its edges. Since the vertex set is at most countable, it
is in bijection with an at most countable alphabet. We say that a sequence of letters from the alphabet is
a path of the graph, if the corresponding sequence of vertices is such that any ordered pair of subsequent
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vertices is an element of the edge set. The set of paths of arbitrary length is calledpath space of the
graph (see [13] for precise definitions.) Notice that the condition that two subsequent vertices must be
an allowed edge prevents some sequences of vertices from being a path. The adjacency matrix defines a
subshift space for the trajectories of a symbolic unilateral or bilateral Markov chain that is identifed with
the path space of the graph. It is easy to show that the path space of any graph has a natural tree structure
[1], giving thus a first hint that trees play a prominent rôleamong graphs. Their importance does not stop
here however. We can in fact define a so-calledevaluation mapfrom the path space of a graph into some
setA. Depending on the precise algebraic structure of the setA and of the evaluation map, a vast class of
objects can be defined. Instead of giving precise definitions, let us give the following

Example 1.1 (An elementary case)Start with the finite complete graph on 4 vertices, denote them by
the letters E, N, W, and S for definiteness, and consider the unilateral path space of the graph,i.e. the set
of words of arbitrary length on the alphabet of these 4 letters. Choose for the spaceA the Abelian group
Z

2 and for the evaluation map the function taking the valuenEe1 + nNe2 + nW(−e1) + nS(−e2) ∈ Z
2,

wherenE,nN,nW,nS denote the occurrences of the letters E, N, W, and S in a given word, ande1,e2 are
the unit vectors ofZ2. The evaluation map can be thought as the physical obervable“position of the
random walker” when the history of the individual directions of movement is kept in memory; individual
directions define a path in the path space and the evaluation map computes the actual position of the walker
which has donenE eastward movements,nW westward movements, etc. The graph that is generated in this
way is the graph that coincides with the Cayley graph of the Abelian groupZ2. The evaluation map being
many-to-one, its multiplicity encodes the combinatorics of the path space while the product of the graph
weights gives the relative weight of individual paths in thepath space of this graph. When the weights are
probability vectors, this weight coincides with the probability of the trajectory of the simple random walk
on Z2. Notice however that the weights need not to be probability vectors, allowing us to consider both
random and quantum grammars.

The above example serves as a basic paradigm; by appropriately changing the evaluation map, it can be
generalised in numerous ways to produce configuration spacefor DNA strands (when the path space coin-
cides with the path space of the complete graph over 4 letters), non-Abelian groups like the free group on 2
generators, Cuntz-KriegerC∗-algebras (i.e non-commutative operator algebras attaching non-zero partial
isometries on every edge; see [24] for additional details) naturally arising in some problems of quantum
information. Infinite trees provide a rich variety of mathematical problems, particularly connected to their
non-amenability; beyond their mathematical interest theyarise as more or less realistic models in several
applied fields like random search algorithms in large data structures, Internet traffic, random grammars
and probabilistic Turing machines, DNA coding, interacting random strings and automated languages,
etc. The previously exposed ideas, already lurking in [17, 19], have been exemplified in [8, 1], and will
be further exploited in [24].

Random environment is a means to introduce context-dependence in the language. Again, due to the
generality of trees as underlying graphs, random walks in random environment on trees provide interesting
context-dependent results for random walks on a huge class of more general graphs.

Random walks in random environments on various types of graphs are known to display a behaviour
dramatically differing from the one for ordinary random walks on the same graph. See [27, 26, 11, 12, 16,
4, 18, 22, 5, 2] etc. for a very partial list of known results and models.
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1.2 Rough statement of the main results for bindweeds

As a simple example, consider a rooted tree with constant branchingb, and let us construct a random walk
in random environment on it by sampling the transition probabilities (or transition rates, for continuous
time) in each vertex from a given distribution, independently. When studying the question of (positive)
recurrence of such a walk, one naturally arrives (see [16, 22]) at the following model. On each edgea of
the tree, we place an independent copy of a positive random variable ξ̂a. Then, for each vertexv denote
ξ̂[v] = ξ̂a1 . . . ξ̂an, wherea1, . . . ,an is the (unique) path connecting the root tov. Models of this type are
calledmultiplicative cascades(see e.g. [10, 15]), and, to study the positive recurrence ofthe corresponding
random walk in random environment, one has to answer the question whether the sum of̂ξ[v] is finite. It
turns out (see e.g. [16]) that the classification parameter for this problem is

λ̂ = inf
s∈[0,1]

Eξ̂s
a, (1)

which is then compared to 1/b (in fact, in [16] the case of general tree was considered) andthe following
result is established:

• if λ̂b < 1 then the random walk for almost all environments is positive recurrent

• if λ̂b > 1 then the random walk for almost all environments is transient.

The critical casêλb = 1 is more complicated.
In [23], we introduced a model of random walk with internal degrees of freedom whose multiplicative

cascade counterpart is expressed by a model placing random matrices on the edges in place of scalar
random variables. The main classification parameter,λ, will be defined in the formula (3) below, and the
main results are Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 (a lot of preliminary work is required, however, before formulating
these results). This model is also equivalent to random walkin random environment on a multiplexed
tree, a process we termbindweedin the sequel. However, for trees with average branchingb, the rough
statement of our result is as above withλ̂ replaced byλ.

It was remarked in [22] that asymptotic properties like recurrence/transience of random walk on trees
with constant branchingb are intimately connected to the existence of non-trivial solutions for the so-
called multiplicative chaos equation of orderb, first introduced as a simple turbulence model in [20]. The
simplest variant of the multiplicative chaos equation is the following: let (ξi)i=1,...,b, with b ∈ N, be a
finite family of non-negative random variables having knownjoint distribution and(Y′i )i=1,...,b andY be a
family of b+1 independent non-negative random variables distributed according the same unknown law
and verifying

Y
law
=

b

∑
i=1

Y′i ξi .

The multiplicative chaos problem consists in determining under which conditions on the joint distribution
of theξ’s the above equation has a non-trivial solution. This scalar problem is thoroughly studied in the
literature, see e.g. [3, 6, 14]. As we remark later in this paper, the matrix multiplicative chaos equation
may be an interesting problem to study as well.
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2 Notation
In this section we give the formal definitions concerning trees, in particular, we define the notions of the
growth rate and the branching number.

We denoteR+ = [0,∞[, Z+ = {0,1,2, . . .}, N = {1,2,3, . . .}, and for everyn∈ N, Nn = {1,2, . . . ,n},
while N0 = /0. Let A ≡ A 1 be a finite or infinite denumerable set, called thealphabet. DefineA 0 = { /0}
and for everyn∈ N denote

A n = {α = α1 · · ·αn : αi ∈ A for i ∈ Nn}

the set of words of lengthn (i.e.havingn letters),

A ∗ = ∪n∈Z+A
n

the set of words of arbitrary (finite) length, and

∂A ∗ ≡ A ∞ = {α = α1α2 · · · : αi ∈ A for i ∈N}

the set of infinite words. Finally, denoteA ∗ = A ∗∪∂A ∗ and
◦
A ∗ = A ∗ \A 0.

For everyα ∈ A ∗, there existsn∈ Z+ such thatα ∈ A n; in this situation|α| := n denotes thelengthof
the wordα with the convention| /0| = 0. Consistently, for everyα ∈ ∂A ∗, we have|α| = ∞. For α ∈ A ∗
with |α| ≥ n we denote byα↾n = α1 · · ·αn ∈ A

n therestrictionof α to itsn first letters with the convention

α↾0 = /0. For everyα ∈
◦
A ∗, theancestorα̂ of α is defined byα̂ = α↾|α|−1. Forα ∈ A ∗ andβ ∈ A ∗, the

concatenationof α followed byβ is the wordαβ = α1 · · ·α|α|β1β2 · · · and forα,β ∈ A ∗, their common
radix α∧β is the longest wordγ ∈ A ∗ such thatα = γα′ andβ = γβ′ for some wordsα′,β′ ∈ A ∗. We
write α≤ β if α = α∧β.
Remark: Notice that, consistently with the above notation, the symbol N∗ denotes the set of finite words
on the alphabetN, contrary to some tradition (especially the French one) where this symbol is used to
denote what we call hereN.

Definition 2.1 A mappingB : N∗→ Z+ is called abranching function.

To each branching function corresponds a uniquely determined rooted treeT = (V,A) with vertex set

V ≡ V∗(B) ⊆ N∗ and edge setA =
◦
V defined as follows:V∗(B) = ∪n∈NVn(B) whereV0(B) = { /0} =

{root} ≡ {0} and forn∈N,

V
n(B) = {v = v1 · · ·vn : vl ∈NB(v↾l−1)

, for l = 1, . . . ,n}.

The branching function is said to bewithout extinctionif the corresponding tree has non-trivial boundary
∂V. The edge set is the subset of unordered pairs of vertices[u,v] = [v,u] such that eitherv = û or u = v̂.

Since every vertex has a unique ancestor, every edge is indexed by its outmost vertex,i.e. for everyv ∈
◦
V,

the corresponding edge isa(v) = [v̂,v], showing thus thatA≃
◦
V.

If u,v∈V andu≤ v we define thepath[u,v] as the collection of the|v|−|u| edges[u,v↾|u|+1], . . . , [v̂,v],

and if u = /0 then we simply denote by[v] the path[ /0,v] for everyv ∈
◦
V. In the sequel we shall consider

only branching functions without extinction.
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Definition 2.2 Let κn = cardVn(B) denote the cardinality of thenth generation of the tree defined by the
branching function without extinctionB. We calllower growth rateof the tree

gr(V) = lim inf
n

κ1/n
n ,

upper growth rateof the tree
gr(V) = limsup

n
κ1/n

n ,

and, ifgr(V) = gr(V), we call the common valuegrowth rate

gr(V) = lim
n

κ1/n
n .

For u,v ∈ ∂V, defineδ(u,v) = exp(−|u∧ v|). It can be shown thatδ is a distance on∂V. Moreover if
‖B‖∞ = supv∈V B(v) < ∞ then the space(∂V,δ) is compact and we can define its Hausdorff dimension
dimH ∂V as usual (see [7] for instance).

Definition 2.3 For a treeV generated by a branching functionB with ‖B‖∞ < ∞, we define itsbranching
rate

br(V) = exp(dimH ∂V).

It is shown in [21, 16] thatbr(V) = sup{λ : inf ∑v∈C λ−|v| > 0} where the infimum is evaluated over all
cutsetsC of V. We have in general thatbr(V)≤ gr(V).

3 Matrix multiplicative cascades and the corresponding results
Let (Ω,F ,P) be some abstract probability space which carries all the random variables that will be needed
in the model. Let(V,A) be the rooted tree associated with a given branching function B. Let G be the
topological groupGL(d,R), G its Borelσ-algebra andµa probability on(G,G ). Denote byσµ = suppµ⊂
G the support of the measureµ and byΣµ the semi-group generated byσµ. On(Ω,F ,P), define an edge-
indexed family of independentG-valued random variables(ξa)a∈A identically distributed according toµ,
i.e.

P(ξa ∈ dg) = µ(dg), for all a∈ A.

Foru,v ∈ V with u≤ v define

ξ[u,v]≡
←

∏
a∈[u,v]

ξa,

where
←

∏ denotes the product in reverse order,i.e. if [u,v] = a1 · · ·ak thenξ[u,v] = ξak · · ·ξa1 with the
conventionξ[v,v] = e wheree is the neutral element ofG. We introduce the followingG-valued random
processes: thematrix-multiplicative cascade process

ψn = ∑
v∈Vn

ξ[v], n∈ N

and theintegrated matrix-multiplicative cascade process

ζn =
n

∑
k=1

ψk, n∈ N.
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For a fixedv ∈ ∂V and alln∈ N

Xn≡ Xn(v) = ξ[v↾n].

It is immediate to see (cf. [25]) that(Xn)n∈N is a G-valued multiplicative Markov chain with stochastic
kernel

P(g,dg′)≡ P(Xn+1 ∈ dg′|Xn = g) = µ⋆ δg(dg′), n∈N,

where for two measuresµ,µ′ on (G,G ) their convolutionµ⋆µ′ is defined by its dual action onL1(G) via

〈µ⋆µ′, f 〉 ≡
∫

G
f (g)µ⋆µ′(dg) =

∫

G

∫

G
f (gg′)µ(dg)µ′(dg′),

for all f ∈ L1(G). We equipEnd(Rd) ≡ GL(d,R) = G with the operator norm, denoted‖ · ‖, stemming
from thel1 norm of the vector spaceRd.

In order to be able to apply the results of [9] to our special case, we require the following conditions on
µ:
Condition 1 (Integrability): For all s∈R+,

∫

G
‖g‖sµ(dg) < ∞.

Condition 2 (Strong irreducibility): We assume that the setΣµ is strongly irreducible,i.e. there is no
finite Σµ-invariant family of proper subspaces.
Condition 3 (Strict positivity): We assume thatσµ⊆G+ and thatµ(G+ \G+) = 0.

Fors≥ 0, define

k(s) = lim
n

(

∫

G
‖g‖sµ⋆n(dg)

)1/n

. (2)

(By virtue of theorem 1 of [9], under conditions 1–3 this limit exists inR+ and defines a log-convex
function. As a matter of fact, in [9] a weaker condition than 3, called proximality, is needed to prove this
result.) We define in the sequel the quantityλ, that turns out to be the main classification parameter for
the matrix multiplicative cascades model, by

λ = inf
s∈[0,1]

k(s) (3)

(compare (3) with (1).)
We are now in the position to state our main results.

Theorem 3.1 Let (V,A) be some tree defined in terms of a given branching function B and gr(V) andλ
defined as in definition 2.2 and equation (3) respectively. Under the conditions 1, 2, and 3,

λgr(V) < 1⇒ ζ∞,i j < ∞ almost surely, for all i, j = 1, . . . ,d.

Theorem 3.2 Let br(V) andλ be the quantities introduced in definition 2.3 and equation 3respectively
and letχ ∈ Rd be the vector having all its components equal to 1:χi = 1, for all i = 1, . . . ,d. Let(V,A)
be some tree defined in terms of a given branching function B without extinction. Under the conditions 1,
2, and 3’,

λbr(V) > 1⇒ Z∞ := (χ,ζ∞χ) = ∞ almost surely.
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Remark: Similarly to [16], there is a gap between Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, since in general the branching
number need not be equal to the growth rate. However, this is not very important, because in most of the
practical examples these quantities do coincide.
Remark: As mentioned above, the classification parameter for this problem isλ = infs∈[0,1] k(s). This pa-
rameter is not explicitly computable in general since it involves the infinite product of matrices. However
for some particular cases this quantity can be computed explicitly as stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3 Suppose that the measure µ is such that gi j < 1/d almost surely for all i, j = 1, . . . ,d.
Thenλ is the largest eigenvalue of the matrixEg.

Remark: It is interesting to consider thechaos equationfor the case of matrix-valued random variables
and constant branchingb:

Y
law
=

b

∑
j=1

Y′j ξ j , (4)

whereY,Y′j ,ξ j areG-valued random variables, andξ j (which are not necessarily independent) are dis-
tributed according toµ; Y′j , j = 1, . . . ,b, are i.i.d. and have the same (unknown) law asY. Analogously to
[22] we can get that (at least in the case whenξ1 satisfies conditions 1,2,3)λd = 1 is a necessary condition
for the existence of solution of (4). It is an open problem whether this condition is sufficient.
Remark: The condition of independence of the random variablesξa can be relaxed; what is important is

1. if ξa andξb are not adjacent to the same vertex then they must be independent, and

2. theξ’s that belong to any path emanating from the root must be independent.

4 The bindweed model
In this section we introduce a model describing an evolutionof a random string in random environment on
a tree (which is somewhat similar to the model studied in [4])which we call the bindweed model. Then,
we show that its classification from the point of view of positive recurrence can be obtained by using
theorems 3.1 and 3.2.

Let S = {1, . . . ,d} be a finite alphabet and denote, in accordance with the notations introduced in
Section 2,S n+1 = {σ = σ0 · · ·σn : σi ∈ S } the set of words of lengthn+ 1 composed from the symbols
of the alphabetS , S 0 the set containing only the empty word andS ∗ the set of words of arbitrary length.
Suppose that a branching functionB is given onN∗ and denoteVn≡Vn(B) the corresponding generations
of the tree determined byB. Therefore, the rooted treeT = (V,A) is uniquely defined.

Now we are going to construct a continuous-time Markov chainwith state spaceS, defined by

S = { /̂0}∪
⋃

n=1

(Vn× S n+1),

where /̂0 is a special state to be defined later. In fact, what happens isthe following: we place a word
σ = σ0 . . .σn on the treeT in such a way that the 0th symbol of the word is placed on the root0, for any
i = 1, . . . ,n the ith symbol of the word is placed somewhere inVi , and, if theith symbolσi is placed on
vertexu, andσi+1 onv, thenu < v and[u,v] ∈ A (see figure 1). The statê/0 means that nothing is placed
on the tree.
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1

3

3

Fig. 1: A typical state of the bindweed model for S = {1,2,3}, σ = 2313, and T the binary tree.

Now, let us define the dynamics of the bindweed model. Supposethat for anya∈ A two collections of
positive numbers(νyz(a),y,z∈ S ), (µy(a),y∈ S ) are given. If the bindweed model is in the state(u,σ),
whereσ = σ0 . . .σn−1y, u ∈ Vn, then

• for n≥ 0 it jumps to the state(v,σ0 . . .σn−1yz) with rateνyz(a(v)), for all v ∈V : u = v̂;

• for n≥ 1 it jumps to the state(û,σ0 . . .σn−1) with rateµy(a(u)).

For anyσ0 ∈ S the transitionŝ/0→ (0,σ0) and(0,σ0)→ /̂0 occur with rate 1. Thus, we have defined a
continuous-time Markov chain with state spaceS.

Let us describe now how to choose the transition rates. Letρ be any probability measure onRd2+d
+ .

Suppose that for anya∈ A the vectorΞ(a) = (νyz(a),y,z∈ S ,µy,y∈ S ) is random, having distribution
ρ, and(Ξ(a),a ∈ A) are independent and identically distributed. Fix a realisation of that collection of
random vectors and consider the bindweed model with the transition rates ruled by that realisation. So,
the model that we constructed is a continuous-time Markov chain in a quenched random environment.

Now, we are interested in obtaining a classification of this Markov chain with respect to positive recur-
rence. For(v,σ) ∈S denote byπ(v,σ) the stationary measure. For anya∈ A let ξa be ad×d matrix
whose matrix elements are defined in the following way:ξa,xy = νxy(a)/µy(a), x,y∈ S . It is not difficult
to see that we have a reversible Markov chain, so it is clear that π( /̂0) = π(0,x), for all x∈ S , and, for any
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v ∈ Vn, n≥ 1, andx,y,σ0, . . . ,σn−2 ∈ S , we can formally write

π(v,σ0 . . .σn−2xy) =
νxy(a(v))

µy(a(v))
π(v̂,σ0 . . .σn−2x)

= ξa(v),xyπ(v̂,σ0 . . .σn−2x). (5)

Then it is shown in [23] that

∑
v∈V

n

σ∈S n

π(v,σ) = π( /̂0)

(

χ, ∑
v∈Vn

ξ[v]χ

)

whereχ is the vector of orderd with all its coordinates equal to 1. Thus∑(v,σ)∈S π(v,σ) is finite if and
only if Z∞ is finite. Thus, theorems 3.1 and 3.2 allow us to obtain the classification of the bindweed model
in random environment from the point of view of positive recurrence, in the following way:

Proposition 4.1 Suppose that the distribution of the random matrixξa is such that the Conditions 1, 2,
and 3 are satisfied. Letλ be the quantity defined as in Section 3. Then

• if λgr(V) < 1, then the bindweed model is positive recurrent;

• if λbr(V) > 1, then the bindweed model is not positive recurrent.

5 Open problems and further developments
We demonstrated a close relationship between matrix multiplicative cascades and random walks in random
environment on multiplexed trees. In particular it is proven in [23] that both systems are classified by the
same parameter. However, the critical region remains out ofreach for the moment. Firstly it is not known
whether, for sufficiently recular trees so thatgr(V) = br(V) = b, the walk is null recurrent forλb = 1 or
some additional condition is needed onµ as is the case for scalar multiplicative chaos [14] and for random
walk [16]. Returning to the general tree wheregr(V) 6= br(V), we obtain a gap in the space of classifying
parameters. It is however conjectured in [17] that in general, the set of critical values is of zero Lebesgue
measure for string problems. We expect the same phenomenon to occur here. Nevertheless, whether the
critical value of the parametre isbr(V) or gr(V) or some intermediate value is unknown for the moment.

An important step towards understanding these problem should be made if conditions for the existence
of non-trivial fixed points of the functional equation (4) were obtained. This remains for the moment an
open problem although under investigation.
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